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Abstract: Methane and other hydrocarbons are major components of the mantle regions of icy planets.1
Several recent computational studies have investigated the high-pressure behaviour of specific2
hydrocarbons. To develop a global picture of hydrocarbon stability, to identify relevant decomposition3
reactions, and probe eventual formation of diamond, a complete study of all hydrocarbons is4
needed. Using density functional theory calculations we survey here all known C-H crystal structures5
augmented by targeted crystal structure searches to build hydrocarbon phase diagrams in the ground6
state and at elevated temperatures. We find that an updated pressure-temperature phase diagram for7
methane is dominated at intermediate pressures by CH4:H2 van der Waals inclusion compounds.8
We discuss the P-T phase diagram for CH (i.e. polystyrene) to illustrate that diamond formation9
conditions are strongly composition dependent. Finally, crystal structure searches uncover a new10
CH4(H2)2 van der Waals compound, the most hydrogen-rich hydrocarbon, stable between 170 and11
220 GPa.12
Keywords: hydrocarbons; high pressure; van der Waals compounds; density functional theory;13
quasi-harmonic approximation14
1. Introduction15
The current understanding of the interiors of icy planets such as Neptune and Uranus16
involves a mantle region formed from methane, ammonia and water ice, present roughly in solar17
abundances, which are exposed to pressures up to several 100’s GPa and temperatures of thousands18
of Kelvin [1]. Ammonia and water can form hydrogen-bonded compounds, by themselves and as19
mixtures, and under extreme conditions exhibit structural transitions characterised by hydrogen bond20
rearrangements and symmetrisation, auto-ionisation, and superionicity. [2–9] Methane and heavier21
saturated hydrocarbons, on the other hand, contain no lone pairs, can not form hydrogen bonds and22
therefore will have different high pressure responses, perhaps favouring decomposition reactions23
instead. Methane itself has a complex phase diagram [10–15] which is crucial for describing the24
convection processes within planetary interiors. It has long been suggested that methane will undergo25
decomposition into diamond and hydrogen at temperatures and pressures found in icy planets [16–18].26
If methane were to decompose to form diamond, the latter would precipitate whereas any remaining27
hydrocarbons might dissipate into the atmosphere [16], potentially providing a missing hydrocarbon28
production mechanism in atmospheric models [19]. Static room temperature compression experiments29
using optical absorption measurements [20], x-ray diffraction [21] and Raman spectroscopy [22] found30
no such decomposition up to 288 GPa. However experiments performed at higher temperatures31
suggest a gradual polymerisation beginning at around 1100 K leading to diamond formation at32
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3000 K at pressures above just 10 GPa [23,24], indicating not a pressure but temperature induced33
polymerisation. First-principles molecular dynamics calculations of methane at high pressure and34
temperature indicate a decomposition path via a mixture of hydrocarbons plus excess hydrogen, with35
the former eventually decomposing to diamond above 300 GPa and 4000 K [17].36
Upon cooling at atmospheric pressure, methane crystallises into an orientationally disordered37
phase I [25], with molecules on the sites of a face centered cubic lattice. Upon further cooling, it gains38
partial orientational order in the phase II structure of Fm3¯c symmetry. The ordering continues, along39
with some reorientation, with increasing pressure as it transitions to a tetragonal phase III [10] followed40
by an even more ordered phase IV. Phases V and VI exhibit a hexagonal close packed structure and are41
found at low temperatures above 0.5 and 1 GPa respectively [13]. At higher temperatures exist phases42
A, a strongly distorted form of phase I [14], and B, in which the structure mimics that of α−Mn [15]. A43
crystal structure prediction study aimed to extend methane’s phase diagram to higher pressures at low44
temperatures [18]. It reported a series of orthorhombic high-pressure phases of methane; above 95 GPa45
the decomposition into a series of increasingly longer hydrocarbon chains (C2H6, C4H10, and CH2)46
plus excess molecular hydrogen; and above 287 GPa at 0 K (225 GPa at 1400 K) the decomposition into47
pure H2 and diamond.48
Beyond methane, longer hydrocarbons could have facilitated the production of organic molecules49
on the early Earth through impact-shock events [26–29]. It is important to understand their response50
to the extreme pressure and temperature conditions present in such events, in particular the creation51
of specific reaction products. However, hydrocarbon chemistry is driven by kinetic effects, which also52
applies to reactions under high pressure: compressed benzene, C6H6, can polymerise under specific53
experimental conditions to form carbon nanothreads [30–32], which have promising mechanical54
properties and can be recovered to ambient conditions despite being clearly metastable. While exciting55
for materials science purposes, this path-dependence and longevity of metastable phases further56
complicates our understanding of hydrocarbons under pressure.57
Dynamic compression experiments on hydrocarbons are used to probe their properties at58
combined high-pressure and -temperature conditions [33–40], both to investigate their potential59
decomposition, but also to better understand a critical ablator material used in inertial confinement60
fusion experiments. The thermal equation of state of hydrocarbons has therefore been a subject61
of several ab initio molecular dynamics studies [41–46]. Recent shock experiments on polystyrene62
([C8H8]n) [37,38] reported its decomposition into diamond, however only above 140 GPa and 4000 K63
in an apparent disagreement with diamond anvil cell experiments [23,24]. On the other hand,64
compressed polyethylene did not form diamond up to 200 GPa and 5000 K, instead retaining a65
crystalline polyethylene structure up to 190 GPa and 3500 K [40]. Kraus et al. [37] compare their66
polystyrene measurements to the diamond formation conditions found in static methane compression67
as well as an extrapolation of the diamond formation line (C4H10 + 3 H2 → 4 C + 8 H2) obtained in68
first-principles calculations [18]. However, diamond formation in carbon rich samples like [C8H8]n69
could begin at significantly lower pressures than in CH4, because the global stoichiometry suggests70
that decomposition into long hydrocarbons and excess carbon could be a viable reaction pathway.71
There is then also scope to revisit the C-H phase diagram and its stable compounds as obtained72
from first-principles calculations. This will allow us to predict more precisely the conditions upon73
which diamond should form from various initial hydrocarbon species. It is also timely to update74
the methane phase diagram reported by Gao et al., as several potentially stable C-H species have75
been proposed in the intervening period. These comprise a new stable phase for C2H6 [47] and76
various van der Waals inclusion compounds of the type (CH4)m(H2)n. A series of 1:1 compounds77
(stoichiometry CH6) have been reported to be more stable than methane and hydrogen above 28 GPa,78
before decomposing above 233 GPa [48]. A 2:3 compound (CH7) was found to be stable between 1079
and 215 GPa [49]. However, none of these recent works consider all of the other reported structures,80
and it is therefore unclear at present which hydrocarbons are in fact stable.81
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Figure 1. Hydrocarbon structures (other than inclusion compounds) considered in this work. These were first
reported in the following references: C2H6 (P21/c): [47,49]; C2H6 (P1¯), CH2, CH4, C4H10: [18]; H2: [50]; Graphane
III and IV: [51].
Here, we construct an updated picture of the C-H binary phase diagram by compiling all known82
CxH1−x structures present in the literature [18,47–49,51]. We also include results from new structure83
searching calculations that are motivated by the presence of stoichiometric van der Waals inclusion84
compounds. A recent experimental study reported the van der Waals compound Ar(H2)2 to be stable85
at least up to 358 GPa [52]. Since Ar is of similar size to the CH4 molecule, it is conceivable that a 1:286
inclusion compound (CH4)(H2)2 can form at high pressure; and we find indeed that such a compound is87
stable. With stoichiometry CH8 this is not only the most hydrogen-rich hydrocarbon compound known,88
but also with 20 wt-% releasable hydrogen content one of the most efficient hydrogen storage materials.89
In addition, we find another new inclusion compound with composition 2:1 (CH5 stoichiometry)90
that is very close to stability at lower pressures. Overall, the picture that emerges for compressed91
hydrocarbons is notably more complex than previously thought. Several inclusion compounds are92
stable (or close to stability) up to 200 GPa. Methane’s decomposition involves a sequence of the93
recently reported inclusion compounds, making the disintegration of the CH4 molecule an unusually94
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prolonged process. And we point out that for a sample of polystyrene stoichiometry, diamond should95
form already at pressures below 40 GPa.96
2. Materials and Methods97
We considered all hitherto proposed C-H structures in electronic structure calculations, geometry98
optimisations, and phonon calculations with the CASTEP code.[53] Specifically, we included the99
following structures (see Figures 1 and 6):100
• For methane, CH4, we included the three high pressure phases reported by Gao et al. [18]: a101
P212121 phase which was reported to be stable up to 78 GPa, where it is succeeded by a Pnma102
phase, and a Cmcm phase stable above 90 GPa. The latter two are very similar: Cmcm has two of103
the CH4 molecules flipped 180◦ compared to Pnma, such that it has two molecules in the unit cell.104
• For ethane, C2H6, we include the P1 phase that was found relevant in the methane phase diagram105
above 90 GPa [18], as well as a P21/c phase reported later [49], where the molecules are arranged106
in an energetically favoured herringbone formation.107
• For butane, C4H10, we considered a triclinic P1¯ phase with Z = 1 molecules in the unit cell [18].108
• For polyethylene, infinite chains of CH2, we considered a Cmcm phase that was previously seen109
as to not appear in the decomposition process of methane. [18] We also considered three phases110
of Pnam, P21/m, and A2/m symmetry reported in an earlier study up to 40 GPa [54], but found111
the most stable of those (A2/m) unstable against the Cmcm phase at 40 GPa and beyond.112
• For the stoichiometry CH the arrangement in graphane sheets is more favourable at high113
pressure than, e.g., formation of a molecular benzene crystal [51]. We consider two of most114
stable high-pressure structures, Graphane III (Cmca) and IV (P21/m), with a transition III→ IV115
predicted to occur at 220 GPa [51]. These structures feature distinct layers with Graphane III116
consisting of ‘chair’ shaped sheets and Graphane IV consisting of ‘boat’ shaped sheets.117
• Finally, a number of hydrogen-rich hydrocarbons, in the form of (CH4)m(H2)n inclusion118
compounds, have been reported in the literature [48,49]. We consider the 1:1 compounds with119
space groups P212121 and P21/c [48] and a 2:3 compound with space group P1 [49].120
In all calculations, exchange-correlation effects were described within the generalised gradient121
approximation (GGA) using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [55] and ultrasoft122
pseudopotentials as generated ‘on-the-fly’ by CASTEP with cut-off radii of 1.4 Bohr for carbon,123
with valence space 2s22p2, and 0.6 Bohr for hydrogen. Geometry optimisations were performed with124
plane wave cut-offs of 1000 eV and Monkhorst-Pack k-point spacings [56] of no more than 0.04 ×2pi125
Å−1.126
Phonon calculations were performed using the supercell finite displacement method [57] with127
supercells forming the closest possible fits to cubic boxes, with lattice lengths at least 10 Å. The phonon128
calculations were performed with plane wave cut-offs of 700 eV and k-point spacings of around129
0.1× 2pi Å−1. These were found to give sufficiently converged energies, forces and phonon densities130
of states.131
Zero point energy (ZPE) and entropy calculations were performed using a quasi-harmonic132
approximation by which the Gibbs free energy can be calculated as G(T, P) = E + PV + EZPE − TS133
where EZPE = 12 h¯ω¯ where ω¯ is the phonon frequency averaged over the Brillouin zone and S =134
kB
∫
dωF(ω) log (1− exp (−βh¯ω)) where F(ω) is the phonon density of states, and β is the reciprocal135
of the thermodynamic temperature. Full phonon calculations were performed at pressures in intervals136
of 20 GPa and the entropy integral was computed in temperature intervals of 50 K. Using these137
contributions, the free energy surface as a function of pressure and temperature can be calculated for138
each phase at a specific stoichiometry and interpolated onto a grid of 0.1 K by 0.1 GPa. Stability regions139
can then be estimated by finding the phase with the lowest free energy at a given condition. Phase140
transition lines are found as the intersects of these free energy surfaces.141
We performed structure searches for various hydrogen-rich hydrocarbons. Unbiased particle142
swarm optimisation searches were carried out using the CALYPSO code [58] interfaced with CASTEP143
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Figure 2. Ground state PBE enthalpies of relevant CH4 phases and phase mixtures relative to CH4-Cmcm.
Enthalpies are normalised per unit of CH4. For example, “Diamond + H2” refers to ∆H = H(C-dia) + 2H(H2)−
H(CH4-Cmcm). Inset shows the low pressure region in more detail.
on a range of CxH1−x stoichiometries (x ≤ 0.25) at 100 and 200 GPa for unit cells containing a range144
from 2-16 formula units (fu.) dependant on resulting system size. Specifically, this includes generating145
between 800 and 6000 structures for the following stoichiometries: CH3 (4,8,16 fu. 4500 struct.), C2H7146
(2,4 fu. 3500 struct.), CH4 (4,8,16 fu. 4500 struct.), CH5 (2,4,8 fu. 6000 struct), C3H16 (1,2 fu. 800 struct.),147
CH6 (2,4 fu. 6000 struct.), CH7 (2,4 fu. 4500 struct.), CH8 (2,4 fu. 4500 struct.). For most stoichiometries148
these searches recovered the best structures known in the literature. In addition, two new stable van149
der Waals compounds of stoichiometry CH5 and CH8 were found. More details about the outcomes of150
these searches are given in the Appendix of this paper.151
3. Results152
3.1. Ground State Phase Evolution of CH4153
An initial estimation of stable phases and their transition pressures in the CH4 phase diagram154
can be made by considering simply the ground state enthalpies of all candidate structures. Whilst155
we anticipate that the stability of C-H compounds will depend heavily on the zero point energy156
(ZPE), these calculations provide a good first approximation. Figure 2 shows the relative enthalpies157
of methane phases or decomposition products, calculated using the PBE functional, and without158
considering ZPE. In this work we only discuss phases above 20 GPa. At lower pressures, weak159
dispersion-type interactions would be expected to contribute significantly to the cohesive energies,160
and these are not captured with the semilocal PBE functional. Note, however, that both empirical and161
density-based dispersion-corrected functionals can severely overbind interactions in hydrogen-rich162
molecular systems at low pressures, to the extent that PBE gives qualitatively better results [59,60]. In163
addition, at 20 GPa and above the van der Waals space is effectively squeezed out in all compounds –164
see the Appendix for a geometrical analysis of intermolecular separations. Taken together, we expect165
PBE to perform satisfactorily in the pressure range studied here and across the range of structural166
motifs that emerge in the different hydrocarbons.167
The methane phase sequence of P212121, followed above 62 GPa by Pnma, agrees with the168
literature [18]. Over the relevant pressure range the Cmcm and Pnma phases of methane are within169
6 meV of each other and are as such effectively degenerate.170
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Figure 3. Pressure-volume equation of state for CH4. Gray-shaded symbols are experimental data points from Sun
et al. [21] and Umemoto et al. [12]. Coloured data points are calculated in this work. Vertical lines indicate PBE
transition pressures as per Figure 2. Solid lines are EOS fits to the respective data sets.
Considering the (CH4)m(H2)n inclusion compounds is crucial at higher pressures: the methane171
phases are unstable above 95 GPa against a decomposition into C2H6 (P21/c) and an appropriate172
amount of any of the three inclusion compounds CH4(H2)-P21/c or -P212121, or (CH4)2(H2)3. This173
result is in agreement with the statement by Saleh et al. [49] who noted that the presence of the174
(CH4)2(H2)3 inclusion compound reduces the onset pressure of methane decomposition. Liu et al.175
presented the CH4:H2 compounds [48], but did not consider their influence on the methane phase176
diagram. It is a coincidental result that the decomposition reactions involving either of the inclusion177
compounds are energetically very close, and as such the decomposition pressure estimate of 95 GPa is178
correct in either case.179
These phases are stable up to 220 GPa - again in agreement with Saleh et al.. Above that pressure,180
we find a decomposition into C4H10 and pure H2 more stable. At higher pressures, there are no181
new features compared to the methane phase evolution presented in the work by Gao et al. [18];182
we reproduce a transition from C4H10 + H2 to CH2 + H2 at 380 GPa, and see no decomposition into183
diamond and hydrogen up to at least 500 GPa.184
In Figure 3 we compare calculated Birch-Murnaghan equations of state (EOS) to measurements185
for methane (see Appendix for EOS fit details). Sun et al. and Umemoto et al. measured equation186
of state data of a cubic methane phase B containing a reported 21 molecules [12,21]. However, more187
recent measurements by Maynard-Casely et al. suggest that in fact the correct structure solution for188
this phase is an α-Mn arrangement in a unit cell that is a factor of 2
√
2 larger in volume and contains189
58 molecules [15]. Adjusting for this re-interpretation, the data by Sun et al. and Umemoto et al. below190
50 GPa do not coincide, instead exhibit a pressure difference of around 8 GPa.191
The overall agreement with corrected data from Umemoto et al., for pressures to 40 GPa, is very192
good. At high pressures the calculated volumes are below the data by Sun et al., possibly indicating193
that the measured methane phase is kinetically stabilised against the (more compact) decomposition194
reactions. At 95 GPa, we predict a 1.1% volume collapse from methane Pnma to C2H6 + CH4(H2). The195
volume collapse from C2H6 + CH4(H2) to C4H10 + H2 at 220 GPa is 1.3%. Note that the calculated EOS196
data implies that C2H6 + H2 has a 0.5% smaller volume than the thermodynamically stable C2H6 +197
CH4(H2) at 160 GPa. This represents an example where the enthalpy gain through volume reduction198
p∆V does not compensate for the internal energy increase ∆E.199
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Figure 4. Relative formation enthalpies ∆H (left), internal energies ∆E (middle), and volume terms p∆V (right) for
various hydrocarbons of global CH4 stoichiometry in the pressure region 60-200 GPa.
The last point is illustrated more broadly in Figure 4, where we show separately the internal200
energy differences ∆E and volume terms p∆V for all relevant CH4 compounds, next to the formation201
enthalpies ∆H. Note that the inclusion compounds that are most stable above 95 GPa have neither202
the lowest internal energy (which is found in the pure methane phases, due to the internal stability of203
the CH4 molecule) nor the highest density (which is obtained by the full decomposition of CH4 into204
C2H6 and hydrogen). However, on balance, retaining some stable methane molecules in the inclusion205
compounds together with some very compact ethane molecules, gives the most stable combination in a206
wide pressure region from 95 to 220 GPa.207
Eventually, however, the presence of CH4 molecules becomes unstable. This is less due to volume208
effects (the p∆V terms in Figure 4 do not show drastic changes) and more due to loss of the internal209
energy advantage ∆E by the CH4-containing phases. A local analysis of all structures that contain210
methane molecules reveals increasingly distorted CH4 molecules under pressure, with all four bonds211
of slightly different lengths and bond angles. We quantify the tetrahedrality of a methane molecule as212
Qi = 1− 38
4
∑
j=1
4
∑
k>j
(cos θijk +
1
3
)2 (1)
where θijk is the angle between the jth and kth C-H bonds in the ith molecule. Qi = 1 for an213
ideal tetrahedron, and Qi = 1/2 for a square-planar arrangement. A general trend is for the unit214
cell-averaged measure 〈Q〉 to decrease monotonously with increasing pressure, see Figure A3. The215
tetrahedral distortions are largest in the more compact Cmcm and Pnma methane structures whereas216
the associated bond lengths remain more uniform. The less compact P212121 structure has less217
tetrahedral distortion but much less uniform bond lengths. The inclusion compounds, particularly218
CH4(H2)-P21/c and (CH4)2H2, have a less dramatic response in total distortion under pressure. Where219
the former rely on optimising the packing of the CH4 units alone (and need to compromise on the220
molecular structure), the latter benefit from the presence of H2 "buffers" that enable the CH4 molecules221
to remain closer to their ideal structure. The molecular distortions correspond to an increase in internal222
energy of 10-50 meV/CH4, see Figure A3.223
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Figure 5. Left: Convex hulls for C-H compounds at high pressure from ground state PBE calculation, showing
formation enthalpies ∆H f as function of hydrocarbon composition and for a series of pressures (black lines). Phases
on the convex hull are indicated by thick coloured lines. Right: Resulting hydrocarbon phase diagram as function of
pressure and composition. Metastable phases (that are within 5 meV of the convex hull) are indicated by thin black
lines.
3.2. Ground State Hydrocarbon Phase Diagram224
Considering now all CxH1−x structures, we construct a series of relative formation enthalpy
diagrams across the full hydrocarbon composition range. Then, the convex hull of ∆H f (x) given as
∆H f (x) = H f (Cx H1−x)− xH f (C)− 1− x2 H f (H2)
represents all C-H phases that are stable against any decomposition reactions. In Figure 5 we225
show a series of these convex hulls for different pressure points, together with a phase stability226
bar chart for all hydrocarbons based on an interpolation of the convex hull data. For each compound,227
formation/decomposition pressures are calculated by linear interpolation between successive convex228
hulls.229
The enthalpy values ∆H f (x) in Figure 5a refer to the energy cost associated with full230
decomposition of a hydrocarbon into pure carbon and hydrogen. In that sense, the most stable231
hydrocarbons are CH4 and CH3 (i.e., ethane, C2H6) at low pressures, and CH2.5 (C4H10) and CH2 at232
high pressures. For instance, CH4 is stable against decomposition by 0.21 eV/atom (101 kJ/mole CH4)233
at 40 GPa, and CH2 is stable by 0.04 eV/atom (11.6 kJ/mole CH2) at 500 GPa. The 1:1 stoichiometry234
of benzene, polystyrene, or graphane becomes unstable above 75 GPa, while CH4 and CH3 become235
unstable at 90 and 215 GPa, respectively. A series of hydrogen-rich van der Waals inclusion compounds236
(nominally CH6 to CH8) are stable between around 40 and 220 GPa. Part of that set is a new compound237
found in this work, CH4(H2)2. While inspired by the recent synthesis of a Ar:2H2 inclusion compound238
[52], we found that a straightforward replacement of Ar with a methane molecule led to a very unstable239
structure (See Figure A2 for details). However, our own structure searches at the same stoichiometry240
found a new phase of P21/c symmetry. This new inclusion compound does not play a role in the241
methane decomposition sequence as calculated at the PBE level, because it is too hydrogen-rich.242
However, it is stable in its own right as the most hydrogen-rich hydrocarbon phase with global243
stoichiometry CH8 between 170 and 220 GPa, and could be of importance in very hydrogen-rich244
environments.245
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Figure 6. Illustrations of methane sublattice connectivities in van der Waals inclusion compounds. Carbon atoms
are indicated in brown, H2 molecules in dark grey; methane hydrogen atoms are omitted. The methane network
is indicated by brown lines connecting carbon vertices. (CH4)2H2-P1¯, CH4(H2)2-P21/c, and (CH4)2(H2)3-P1 have
a common methane network. Both the CH4(H2)2-P21/c and CH4(H2)-P212121 phases correspond to increasing
distortions of the pure methane CH4-P212121 network.
Many hydrocarbon phases are metastable over wide pressure ranges, with formation enthalpies246
very close to the convex hull. Phases that are less than 5 meV/atom removed from stability are247
indicated by thin black lines in Figure 5b. Amongst those is another new van der Waals compound,248
(CH4)2H2-P1¯ (overall stoichiometry CH5), that emerged from our structure searches and is metastable249
below 110 GPa. It is a relatively methane-rich compound, with a methane sublattice topology that250
is very similar to CH4(H2)-P21/c (see Figure 6) and also (CH4)2(H2)3; all three of these compounds251
differ in the amount of H2 molecules incorporated between the methane molecules. By comparison,252
the methane sublattice of the new CH4(H2)2 phase is a distorted version of that found in CH4-P212121253
and CH4(H2)-P212121, such that it can accommodate an additional two hydrogen molecules in a new254
vacancy channel present in the distorted network.255
3.3. Zero-point and finite temperature effects256
For methane, the inclusion of zero-point effects alters the phase evolution considerably, as shown257
in Figure 7a. Firstly, the initial decomposition of methane into C2H6 + van der Waals compounds occurs258
at 65 GPa, a reduction by 30 GPa from the ground state results. Again, no single inclusion compound259
is more favourable than any other by more than around 5 meV/molecule. Above 145 GPa the methane260
molecules contained in inclusion compounds are predicted to decompose as well, resulting in a binary261
mixture of C2H6 and pure H2. Above 190 GPa, longer hydrocarbon chains of C4H10 + H2 are the most262
stable phase. Finally at 285GPa, the decomposition of polyethylene into pure Hydrogen and Diamond263
is the most stable.264
Combining the ZPE with finite temperature entropy estimates from the harmonic approximation265
results in the methane phase diagram shown in Figure 7b. The enthalpy differences along some266
reactions, e.g. C2H6 + CH4(H2)-P212121 → C2H6 + (CH4)2(H2)3 are small over a large pressure range,267
which makes entropy differences quite important and leads to strong temperature dependencies of268
the phase boundaries. Even at elevated temperatures the free energies associated with C2H6 and the269
appropriate combination of any of the three inclusion compounds are within 5 meV/molecule. In270
contrast, at around 140 GPa, C2H6 + H2 becomes energetically favourable over all inclusion compounds271
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Figure 7. a) Zero temperature free energies including ZPE calculated for relevant CH4 phases relative to
decomposition into diamond and H2. b) Pressure - Temperature phase diagram for CH4 calculated using the
harmonic approximation. Black lines indicate predicted phase transitions between phases, the blue dashed line
indicates the H2 melt line as calculated by Bonev et. al. [61], the red dashed line indicates the CH4 melting line as
determined by Hirai et. al. [23].
with a large enthalpy-pressure gradient and as such the phase boundary is essentially independent of272
temperature. In agreement with Gao et al. [18] we find the eventual stabilisation of diamond with a273
negative Clapeyron slope, which suggests methane’s decomposition at much lower pressures if the274
temperature is sufficiently high.275
We then determined the full binary C–H phase diagram based on free energies at the harmonic276
level. In Figure 8, we show as examples the predicted stability of hydrocarbons at T = 0 K and277
T = 500 K. Pure methane decomposes relatively quickly (around 65 GPa, as discussed above and278
shown in Figure 7), but CH4 molecules persist in various hydrogen-rich van der Waals compounds279
to much higher pressures. Amongst those we find (CH4)2(H2)3 (overall CH7) to be the most stable.280
However, CH4:(H2)2 (overall CH8), CH4(H2) (CH6) and, to a lesser extent, (CH4)2H2 (CH5) remain281
within 10 meV/atom from the convex hull over a wide pressure range, with an intermediate pressure282
region of stability for CH6. Beyond 140 GPa (both at 0 and 500 K) all inclusion compounds are unstable283
against decomposition to C2H6 + H2.284
For carbon-rich phases we find that longer hydrocarbon chains are stable to successively higher285
pressures. Our data suggests there are no stable hydrocarbon phases on the carbon-rich side of CH2286
above 30 GPa so diamond formation should always be energetically favourable above that pressure in287
samples with more than 33-at% carbon.288
3.4. Polystyrene and polyethylene under pressure289
To illustrate the last point above, we constructed the phase diagram of CH, the stoichiometry290
of benzene, graphane, and polystyrene, using the harmonic approximation. The results are shown291
in Figure 9(c). Graphane IV, the most stable 1:1 compound we are aware of at high pressure, is292
stable against decomposition until 30 GPa at low temperatures only; at higher temperatures it should293
decompose at even lower pressures. This suggests that diamond formation could begin almost294
immediately upon compression and/or heating due to partial decomposition of CH. Diamond295
appearance in a sample of polystyrene stoichiometry [37] should not coincide with a complete296
breakdown of hydrocarbons, i.e. the presence of only diamond and hydrogen. In fact, we find that297
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Figure 8. Convex hulls of relative free energies for C–H compounds at high pressure and resulting phase stability
charts at T = 0 K (i.e. incl. ZPE, top), and at T = 500 K (bottom) from harmonic approximation. For clarity on the
convex hulls, only the stable phases are indicated by coloured lines. In the stability bar charts, coloured horizontal
lines represent the stability regions of different phases, with metastability (less than 10 meV/atom from the convex
hull) indicated by thin black lines.
graphane initially decomposes into ethane (C2H6) and diamond, while at high temperatures it should298
form methane and diamond. Above 170 GPa, ethane becomes unstable against formation of longer299
hydrocarbon chains, which would in fact reduce the amount of diamond; we discuss the non-trivial300
variation of the diamond ‘reservoir’ in the Appendix. Eventually these hydrocarbons also decompose301
fully into pure hydrogen and diamond. However, while the enthalpic driving force towards the302
breakdown of graphane steadily increases with pressure (see Figure 9(a)) it is not necessarily large:303
at 100 GPa, the formation of ethane and diamond is favoured by only 31 meV/CH over graphane IV304
(this includes ZPE effects). The formation of pure hydrogen and diamond comes with a much stronger305
enthalpy bias, which could explain why diamond formation conditions in experiments correlate well306
with the final decomposition reaction curve, and not the initial decomposition curve [37].307
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Figure 9. Upper panel: zero temperature free energies including ZPE calculated for relevant phases and mixtures
of (a) CH composition relative to graphane, and (b) CH2 composition relative to CH2-Cmcm. Lower panel: pressure
- temperature phase diagrams for (c) CH and (d) CH2calculated using the harmonic approximation. Black lines
indicate predicted transitions between labelled phases, the blue dashed line indicates the H2 melt line as calculated
by Bonev et. al. [61]. Shaded coloured areas represent the metastability region (within 10 meV/atom) of both
graphane and polyethylene.
We can illustrate the same point on a more hydrogen-rich example, CH2, or polyethylene. In308
Figure 9b we show the enthalpy of CH2 (including ZPE) and the most relevant decomposition reactions,309
for pressures above 80 GPa. As already seen from Figure 8, CH2 is metastable in this pressure region:310
the formation of diamond, first together with longer hydrocarbons and then with pure hydrogen,311
is always more stable. However, these decompositions are not favoured by much: 30 meV/CH2 at312
100 GPa, and only 13 meV/CH2 at 260 GPa. These small enthalpy differences might explain why313
compressed CH2 in experiments can not overcome kinetic barriers towards diamond formation, and314
remains in a polyethylene phase up to almost 200 GPa [40]. However, diamond and pure hydrogen315
have a much larger enthalpy-pressure gradient, and the enthalpic drive towards decomposition of CH2316
increases strongly above 280 GPa; this should make diamond formation in polyethylene samples much317
more likely above 300 GPa. The calculated phase diagram of CH2, shown in Figure 9(d), highlights the318
large region of metastability for CH2 (again defined as being unstable by less than 10 meV/atom) and319
its rapid destabilisation beyond the decomposition into diamond and pure hydrogen.320
4. Discussion321
A full revision of the known C-H structures has resulted in an updated phase diagram for322
hydrocarbons at high pressure and low temperature.323
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We find that the phase diagram of methane is dominated by a series of van der Waals inclusion324
compounds between 70 and 150 GPa. At least four such compounds, with CH4:H2 stoichiometries of325
2:1, 1:1, 2:3, and 1:2, are competitive in this pressure range. This suggests that the decomposition of the326
methane molecule is a very protracted process: some CH4 molecules will react to form C2H6, and the327
H2 molecule created in this process will form a van der Waals compound with some of the remaining328
CH4 molecules. The ratio of “surviving" CH4 molecules ranges from 50% (in a 2:1 inclusion compound)329
to 20% (in a 1:2 inclusion compound). Since the different inclusion compounds are so close in free330
energy, it is possible that a methane sample can form more than one of these compounds simultaneously331
due to local pressure fluctuations or kinetic effects, thus further differentiating the amount of methane332
molecules in this intermediate pressure regime. Such a quasi-continuous decomposition across a333
large pressure range is unusual, but not without parallels amongst the small molecules relevant in334
planetary interiors. Water, H2O, is presumed to be stable to multi-TPa pressures [5], but suggested335
to partially decompose into H2O2 and an intercalation compound H2O:xH2 [62], at conditions that336
are likely beyond those found inside icy planets. Hydrogen itself forms a partially atomic/molecular337
phase-IV [63], presumably on the route towards a fully atomic phase, but at elevated temperatures338
only. In contrast ammonia, NH3, is reported in calculations to decompose into other hydronitrogens in339
a single reaction above 450 GPa [64].340
Methane’s subsequent evolution, beyond the van der Waals compounds, is through hydrocarbon341
chains of length 2 (C2H6 - ethane), 4 (C4H10 - butane) and then infinite (CH2) – the latter seen in342
ground state enthalpies only. It seems natural to expect a series of crystalline structures formed of343
increasingly long hydrocarbon chains, i.e. C6H14 - hexane, C8H18 - octane and so on [18]. In their344
solid state these would necessarily form increasingly large unit cells and be much harder to access by345
unbiased structure searching [65]. For this reason and due to the small energy differences between the346
competing phases, the phase transition between C4H10 and CH2 (or diamond) in the methane phase347
diagram should serve as a substitute for a series of cascading hydrocarbon chain formation reactions.348
The hydrogen-rich inclusion compound CH4(H2)2 reported here, its less hydrogen-rich variant349
CH4(H2)-P212121, and the CH4-P212121 phase are all structurally similar and all stable or close to350
stability around P = 80− 100 GPa. Likewise, (CH4)2H2, CH4(H2)-P21/c and (CH4)2(H2)3 share very351
similar methane sublattice topologies. It would not be surprising if other inclusion compounds could352
be synthesised based on the shared methane network structure of these compounds, but with a variable353
filling range of hydrogen, where perhaps the most stable stoichiometry is CH4(H2)y with 0 ≤ y ≤ 2.354
This is especially likely at finite temperatures, where configurational entropy gains will stabilise such355
inclusion compounds through the presence of vacancies or other defects on the hydrogen sites.356
While many of the crystalline structures presented here are thermodynamically stable, it is357
unsurprising that they are not seen consistently in experiments. The chemical reactivity of molecular358
systems at high pressure has a number of contributing factors [66]. In the solid state, the molecules359
have reduced mobility and large energy barriers resulting from the crystal field. This means in360
experiment, metastable structures with a ‘kinetics-driven’ stability will be present; arguably most of361
organic chemistry relies on this fact. Under high pressure, benzene (CH) can polymerise under specific362
conditions to form carbon nanothreads that remain stable at ambient pressure [30]. Similarly, DFT363
calculations suggest that any of the best pure methane phases are far from thermodynamically stable364
above 100 GPa in contrast to experiment in which methane in its pure form is found in a cubic phase at365
these pressures [21,22]. The high pressure chemistry of this process should be studied carefully, either366
highlighting this as failure of DFT, a failure to predict the correct cubic structure of methane, or as367
restrictions present in experiments.368
Experiments aiming for the formation of diamonds in compressed C–H mixtures have used the369
decomposition curve of methane [37], similar to that found in Figure 7. A more appropriate phase370
diagram for the experimental stoichiometry is shown here, in Figure 9c. The thermodynamics of CH371
phases such as polystyrene imply excess carbon (diamond) production already at 25 GPa at room372
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temperature and above, when longer hydrocarbons become more stable than graphane. Only parts of373
the carbon atoms present are able to form diamond, and full decomposition occurs at higher pressures.374
Diamond nucleation rates depend heavily on the composition of the sample as well as the pressure375
and temperature conditions [67]. It is certainly intriguing that shock experiments on a carbon-rich376
sample such as polystyrene do not produce diamond until much higher pressures and temperatures377
[37] when there is clear computational evidence for a non-zero amount of excess carbon in the system378
following the formation of hydrocarbon chains. However, the free energy gain for these reactions is379
quite small, and only with the full decomposition into diamond and hydrogen comes a strong free380
energy gradient towards decomposition. This could explain the differences between the experiment381
and the calculation results. A similar experiment on polyethylene ([C2H4]n) should in principle give382
very different answers from polystyrene: the stability of CH2 should prevent diamond formation up to383
280 GPa at low temperature. Indeed that seems the case, as polystyrene has been reported as a stable384
solid up to 190 GPa [40]. The interpretation of dynamic compression experiments and static lattice385
calculations is further compounded by possible time scale effects: the formation of stable reaction386
products (diamond or other hydrocarbons) might not be possible on the experimental time scale (about387
10 ns), as it involves major rearrangements of carbon-carbon and carbon-hydrogen bonds.388
5. Conclusions389
In conclusion, we present an internally consistent computational study of all known hydrocarbon390
compounds, and discuss their stability as function of pressure, temperature, and composition, based391
on semilocal DFT calculations and the harmonic approximation. In addition, we predict two new392
methane-hydrogen van der Waals inclusion compounds that are relevant at high-pressure conditions.393
One of these (CH8, or CH4(H2)2) is the most hydrogen-rich hydrocarbon compound known, and394
contains 20 wt-% releasable hydrogen, on par with the best known hydrogen storage materials.395
For methane, we present an updated P− T phase diagram, where the various van der Waals396
compounds appear prominently in an intermediate pressure region, between 60 and 150 GPa. This397
suggests that, purely on thermodynamic grounds, the decomposition of methane with increased398
pressure is quite a protracted process with several intermediate stages.399
We also present phase diagrams for more carbon-rich phases, CH2 and CH, which have been400
studied in recent dynamic compression experiments. These phase diagrams disagree with experimental401
findings regarding diamond formation (similar to methane), but we explore possible explanations402
around the metastability of the hydrocarbon phases and the lack of enthalpic gains unless full403
decomposition into diamond and hydrogen is favourable.404
The interiors of icy planets are chemically very diverse, and a more realistic description requires405
consideration of other molecular ices such as water and ammonia. In addition, the temperatures406
that correspond to the pressure regime studied here will require studies beyond the harmonic407
approximation. Nonetheless, this study presents a step forward in our understanding of hydrocarbon408
diversity and their evolution with pressure, and enables follow-up studies to focus on relevant409
hydrogen-carbon mixtures.410
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Appendix A New van der Waals compounds416
Phase CH4(H2)2
Space Group P21/c
Pressure 200 GPa
Lattice Parameters
a 3.96446
b 3.94406
c 5.108100
α 90.000
β 111.2178
γ 90.000
Atom Wyckoff position x y z
H1 4 e 0.19196 0.10868 -0.06364
H2 4 e 0.44939 0.16238 0.39952
H3 4 e 0.27257 0.12932 0.65204
H4 4 e 0.87835 0.54359 0.31216
H5 4 e 0.09105 0.78918 0.46179
H6 4 e 0.67736 0.25401 0.18750
H7 4 e 0.63765 -0.05446 -0.04190
H8 4 e 0.06088 0.37230 0.78998
C1 4 e 0.69085 0.37449 0.86797
Phase (CH4)2H2
Space Group P1¯
Pressure 100 GPa
Lattice Parameters
a 2.84033
b 3.19376
c 4.24946
α 68.11570
β 74.64800
γ 89.75400
Atom Wyckoff position x y z
H1 2 i 0.50567 0.12379 0.22215
H2 2 i 0.15009 0.20191 0.58464
H3 2 i 0.51137 0.33990 0.76335
H4 2 i -0.01370 0.40669 0.20115
H5 2 i -0.09011 -0.01841 -0.04194
C1 2 i 0.28534 0.34724 0.30943
Table A1. Crystallographic information for the new CH4(H2)2 (top) and (CH4)2H2 phases (bottom).
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Figure A1. Phonon DOS of CH4(H2)2 at 200 GPa (left) and (CH4)2H2 at 60 GPa (right).
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Appendix B Structure search results417
The energies of the stable structures for the explored stoichiometries are presented in Figure A2.418
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Figure A2. Convex hulls of low enthalpy structures found in the structure searches performed in this work at 100
and 200 GPa (black circles). Red circles denote enthalpies of hydrocarbon structures from the literature. Notable
CH4(H2)2 structures P21/c and the Ar(H2)2 inspired compound are indicated in green and blue, respectively. Of
these, a star symbol indicates thermodynamic stability.
Appendix C Methane molecular distortion419
We defined the tetrahedrality measure Q in equation 1. Figure A3a shows the unit cell averages420
〈Q〉 for various phases that contain CH4 molecules. At the highest pressure, the 〈Q〉 values range421
from 0.999 to 0.988. To quantify the energy costs typical for such distortions, we created randomly422
angularly distorted single methane molecules and calculated their energies in 10× 10× 10 Å boxes423
with a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid of 3× 3× 3. In Figure A3b we show the energy difference from the424
ground state ∆E against the corresponding tetrahedrality measure 〈Q〉. There is a strong linear trend425
of increasing energy with increasing tetrahedral distortion. For example, CH4-Cmcm changes 〈Q〉 by426
0.01 between 60 and 220 GPa, corresponding to a change in internal energy of around 50 meV/CH4.427
Appendix D Equation of State Parameters428
The equation of state data in figure 3 is fitted to Birch-Murnaghan equations of state of the form
P(V) =
3
2
B0
((
V
V0
)−7/3
−
(
V
V0
)−5/3)
.
The fit parameters for calculated and experimental measurements are listed in table A2. Our fits to429
the experimental data from Sun et. al. have significantly larger uncertainties then those quoted in the430
original text [21].431
Appendix E Diamond reservoirs in polystyrene432
The amount of carbon available to form diamond in a sample of global stoichiometry CH (e.g.,433
polystyrene) varies with pressure in a non-trivial way. Defining Whc as the percentage of carbon434
atoms locked up in hydrocarbon chains (as opposed to forming diamond) we can characterise the435
hydrocarbon content in the CH phase diagram as function of pressure, as shown in Figure A4. Firstly,436
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Figure A3. Left: Tetrahedrality 〈Q〉 averaged over molecules in the unit cell for structures containing methane.
Right: Estimated increase in internal energy for the same range of 〈Q〉.
Structure V0 B0
Umemoto et. al. CH4 [12] 39± 3 13± 3
Sun et. al. CH4 SC [21] 35± 4 23± 9
Sun et. al. CH4 C-HP [21] 33± 7 28± 19
CH4 (Pnma) 39.4± 0.8 14.1± 0.7
CH4 (Cmcm) 39.4± 0.7 14.1± 0.7
CH4 (P212121) 38.0± 0.7 16.1± 0.8
C2H6 + H2 34.6± 0.4 19.5± 0.7
C2H6 + 2CH4:3H2 35.1± 0.5 19.4± 0.8
C2H6 + CH4:H2 (P21/c) 35.6± 0.5 18.6± 0.7
C2H6 + CH4:H2 (P212121) 35.6± 0.6 18.7± 0.9
C2H6 + CH4:2H2 35.3± 0.5 19.0± 0.8
CH2 + H2 36.0± 0.5 16.9± 0.7
Diamond + H2 31.8± 0.9 23± 2
Table A2. Birch-Murnaghan equations of state fit parameters for experimental and theoretical phases of CH4
stoichiometry. All values are normalised per unit of CH4. For example, the “Diamond + H2” volume V0 corresponds
to V0 = V0(C-dia) + 2V0(H2). Errors are associated with 90% confidence limits of fits.
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Figure A4. The amount of carbon locked into hydrocarbons and therefore unable to form diamond, Whc as a
function of pressure, for a graphane/polystyrene sample.
at 40 GPa and T = 0 K, graphane (Whc = 100%) decomposes into 1/6 C2H6 + 2/3 diamond, with437
Whc = 33%. At the onset of formation of 1/10 C4H10 + 3/5 diamond, Whc increases to 40%. Finally the438
transition to diamond + hydrogen (Whc = 0%) occurs at 280 GPa. In the low temperature regime Whc439
has a local minimum between 30 and 160 GPa, which corresponds to a local maximum in diamond440
prevalence. At higher pressures it is energetically favourable to form fewer diamonds and longer441
hydrocarbon chains until eventually the longest hydrocarbon chain (CH2) is no longer favourable442
against complete decomposition.443
Appendix F Intermolecular distances444
For C-H phases that contain molecular units, we show the nearest neighbour separations in445
Figure A5. We compare these to H2-H2 and CH4-CH4 distances seen in low-pressure free rotator446
phases of hydrogen (phase I at 5.4 GPa [68]) and methane (methane I at 1.6 GPa [25]). The separations447
dnn are determined for all optimised geometries by finding at every pressure the shortest separation448
between any of the carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon units and, if present, the mid-points of any H2449
molecules.450
In Figure A5 one can clearly differentiate compounds where nearest neighbours are formed451
between hydrocarbons (CH4 C2H6, C4H10, CH2), between methane and hydrogen ((CH4)2H2)452
or between hydrogen molecules ((CH4)2(H2)3, CH4H2, CH4(H2)2) interactions. However, in all453
compounds, in the pressure region studied here (20 GPa and above), the molecular units are always454
much closer than their respective separations in the low-pressure phases.455
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Figure A5. Calculated nearest neighbour distances dnn as function of pressure, for all molecular crystals studied in
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